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About This Game

Goat Life is an unusual 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to go through a variety of levels for a goat.
The goat loves to eat cabbage from farm beds, this led to the fact that farmers placed traps in all fields and now the goat needs

to be careful. Your main task in this game is to collect certain items on the level and avoid contact with the traps. After you
collect all the items on the level, the door to the goat's house opens, passing in which you go to the next level. Be careful,

because the goat has only one attempt to pass the level.
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Title: Goat Life
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 200MB

DirectX: Version 5.2

English
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This game is amazing, I played your final night series and I have to say I hope you continue making games with this kind of
work being done by your hand because when i was playing this game you actually have to figure out these puzzels without the
game giving you hints or a notification that tells you to press E,F, Left mouse mouse button to interact wiht the surrounding i
respect that, keep up the good work Liam.

Dear Liam,
I just have to say im glad that you decided to focus on projects that doesn't involve fnaf because sooner or later fnaf is going to
end, people are going to get bored of it, and people are not going to get to see all of your talents in developing video games. I know
you got a few people complaining that the game wasnt fnaf based and that it cost but let me say it again "Don't listen to your FNAF
only fans mostly listen to the fans that care about everything you do" Go With Your Heart!\ufeffNow Remeber i will always be
there for you and never give up on your dreams.

  -Wind. 8/10
love it
its hard to work out and harder to optimize
but the reward is a great scence of achievement
its a good idea to take the time to read the pop up info so you know what you are doing you can get to this info after by
hitting tab top list options in there or just copy the game name and past in youtube and watch how others do it

i see there adding weapons to this game i hope they keep an option to just explore as thats the name of the game
i have 150 or so shoting games don,t need more
just wonna build and explore :D. Take everything you loved about Trials and remove it from the game. Add in a crummy
platformer with twin-stick shooter controls. Add in a heaping helping of Miami Vice, Rambo, and Alf...and this is what you
get.

The story, art style, and music is pretty cool.

If you are a Trials fan and love the difficult motorcycle racing...this game is definitely not for you.. I really liked the base
gameplay mechanics and interesting enemy variety, the music is wonderful too, really gets me into the mood to delve deeper.

Collecting all the various gems is tough though, since it's rather random. I also had trouble with a lack of progression,
There's nothing to spend money on since I couldn't figure out if it's possible to upgrade anything, though it seems like the
mechanic is in the game.

The bosses are very cool however and the various level types are unique feeling, would love to see more environmental
differences.

Overall I think the base game is good but it needs fleshing out a bunch.

. Really good game. Got all of the achievements in 6.2hrs on record.

I will do some pros and cons for the game
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PROS
-Really good graphics
-Variety of weapons to choose from
-Many defense options
-4 characters to choose from: The Guy, The Girl, The SWAT and The Doc
-New zombies added: Ghoul, Vampire, Barghest, Reaper and two more that I can't remember the names of. They are tougher
and deal more damage than the ordinary zombies
-Normal zombies got some new skins
-3 game modes: Defense, Endless Night and Deathmatch
-The game is really simple to play, no need for tutorial. Unholster your weapon and shoot anything that's not alive
-No bugs in this game

CONS
-There's only handful of players online
-Small community

I recommend this game. 9/10 would kill Reaper again!. best game ever. This is greaterest space game in space to ever take
place in space. I loved the part where i had to do gradeschool math in space. The best element had to be that it was in space.
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This hidden object game tries to be different but it falls in mediocre category. It's fun when you want to waste time but meh,
this game is only worth it when it's on sale.. This was the first ever video game I ever played. I still think that it is great.. Very
good rpg!. if you believe that you know how to play and your villagers will help you

YOU ARE WRONG!!

when you have wheat to harvest and your people are starving ...
THEY'D RATHER STARVE THAN GET FOOD TO EAT
and you cant find an easy way to mass repopulate your island without a week of throwing your computer around your house

did you know that you can use the WASD keys to look around the map

10 / 10 would starve with food to harvest. Nice game to while away a couple hours, however there I found very little depth and
was able to complete the game in less than 2 hours. It did not quite meet my required £1/hr ratio even at £2.79, it is for this
reason and the lack of engaging storyline that I am not recommending this game.. I have known about this game for years and
now it's finally on steam. I've always loved it, its music, pixel art, and somewhat retro vibe. It's decently challenging for
newcomers and gets tougher.

 I've been playing pixeljam games since 2008 or so, love them.. The best of all Delta Force series.
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